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1 Introduction 

The WoodyCheckin component is an integration of the Woody Checkin software into the Signiant Workflow 
Engine. I takes a list of *.aaf files and imports all files related to the *.aaf-files to Avid Interplay via the 
Woody Checkin software. 
 
After import, the component is typically located in the Postproduction category of the workflow canvas 
toolbox. 

2 Functional Description 

The WoodyCheckin component takes a list of *.aaf files and makes use of the REST API of Woody Checkin 
software in order to ingest the files associated with the *.aaf files to Avid Interplay. For each file in the list a 
job is created at Woody Checkin software. Afterwards the component waits for the job to either finish or 
run into an error.  
The result of the ingest process is written in the log file and output parameters are set accordingly. 

3 Error Handling 

Any errors encountered during the execution of this component will result in the component exiting in 
failure. The Return Code output will be set to a non-zero value. Details about the error are written in the 
job log. 

3.1 Return codes 

0 Success: All files were ingested to Avid successfully 

1 Failure: The component exited due to an error while attempting to ingest files. (E.g.: 
WoodyCheckin Service or Avid Interplay were unreachable) 

 

4 External Communication 

There is no direct communication between the component and Avid Interplay. Instead, the WoodyCheckin 
component talks only to Woody Checkin Software via REST API. If no connection to the REST API is possible 
(e.g. due to faulty configuration of the component or the service is unavailable), no ingest to Avid Interplay 
is possible. 
 
Woody Checkin software is responsible to relay data to Avid Interplay. See Woody Checkin documentation 
for further details. 

http://www.x-dream-media.com/
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5 External Setup 

Woody Checkin software needs to be installed and set up correctly. Please refer to Woody Checkin 
documentation for details. Woody Checkin REST API service has to be available to the Signiant Agent on 
which WoodyCheckin component is executed. 

6 Agent Platforms 

All Signiant supported Agent platforms may be used for this component, as long as the Agent is able to 
connect to Woody Checkin REST API. 

7 Inputs 

The following table explains the use of all input parameters that are not part of the basic Siginant 
“Command” component. 
 

Name Required Default 
Value 

Description 

Filelist Yes - The list of *.aaf files that have to be ingested to Avid 
Interplay. Can be either SigListXML or Legacy format 
(comma-separated list). 

Server Address Yes - The full address, including port, on which the Woody 
Checkin REST API is running. Default port is usually 2082.  
(E.g.: “http://192.168.1.110:2082”) 
It is possible to provide a list of servers (e.g. for backup 
systems). A list of comma-separated server addresses is 
expected in this case.  
(E.g.: 
“http://192.168.1.110:2082,http://192.168.11.111:2082”) 
 

Timeout Yes 60 Timeout in seconds, before communication attempt with 
server is cancelled automatically. 

Max Retry Count Yes 2 Maximum amount of retries to connect to a server (or list 
of servers, if more than one are specified). 

Profile Yes - Specifies the Woody Checkin profile to use for the ingest 
process. See Woody Checkin documentation for further 
details. 

Sleep Between 
Status Poll 

Yes 5 Interval in seconds at which to check on status of a 
currently running job. 

Interplay Folder No - Folder in Avid Interplay to deploy files to. 

Metadata Name 
List 

No - List of Metadata field names in Avid Interplay. Name 
correspond to the the item at the same position in the 
Metadata Value List. Can be either SigListXML or Legacy 
format (comma-separated list). 

Metadata Value 
List 

No - List of Metadata values. Can be either SigListXML or 
Legacy format (comma-separated list). 
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8 Outputs 

Name Description 

Return Code Set to zero if the component completes successfully. Set to non-zero if any 
errors occurred. 

Return Message A short message indicating the overall result of the component. 

Filelist Success A list of *.aaf files that were ingested successfully. The list is in SiglistXML 
format. 

Filelist Failed A list of *.aaf files that were not ingested correctly. The list is in SiglistXML 
format. 

Error messages A list of error messages. The list is in SiglistXML format. 

 

9 Logging 

All errors, debugging information and information about the ingest process is written to the job log. 
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